
TOPIC SCHEDULE

I. Clay, ceramics:

Soil Walls: In many areas soil itself soon appeared as a building material: digging out holes, where the ground 
water was deep enough, and the excavated earth was used for wall-like filling or to cover a primitive timber-roof. 
Later it was learned that a certain type of soil - clay - is exceptionally apt for making walls, specially if plastified 
by water and mixed with fibrous materials such as: straw,  grass, and animal hair, e.t.c  First dabs were made 
which  were put beside each other and above each other to obtain a wall. When this dried, the structure assumed 
a considerable strength and was capable or carrying a floor and a roof. When a mud-wall or cob wall was 
completed and nearly dry, it was trimmed with a spade to produce a comparatively smooth surface.

Adobe wall: Later a primitive sort as shuttering was used, equal with the thickness of the wall.. About 50 cm 
high and lifted as the walling proceeded. This was followed by using bottom-less mould to produce adobe-
bricks, and walls were built by laying these bricks in bound. (Laying in bound means that vertical brick-joint 
couldn’t be continuous over the horizontal layers.) 

Burnt bricks and ceramic blocks: By burning the adobe brick or perhaps generalizing the experience gained with 
fire-clay pottery, the burned clay brick was obtained, which became one of the most important walling materials 
and has been used over since. Modern burnt-clay (ceramic) units are made in a wide variety of size, shape, 
colour and texture. Properties of burnt clay vary with the type of clay or shale used as the raw material and the 
method of fabrication.

The dimensions of a brick represent a certain relationship with each other, such as the length is the double of the 
width. The structural ceramic blocks are hollow burnt clay masonry with parallel cells to increase the thermal 
insulation capacity of the external wall.

Ceramic roof, floor and wall tiles: Ceramic roof and floor tiles are made of burnt-clay as well. These have a clay 
body, on which a decorative coloured glaze is superimposed or the painting is mixed into the clay. 

a) Physical Properties:  eg.: Density:   1800 kg/m3 (must learn)

The strength of ceramics vary on the basis of the clay used and the burning process involved. The same 
applies to density, workability, porosity, permeability and absorption. Generally speaking the longer the 
burning process and the higher the temperature, the more solid (hard, brittle) and/or less porose the ceramic 
structure becomes. 

The porosity of the material parallels insulation, water absorbtion and vapour transmission properties, ie. the 
more porose the material, the better its insulation property is, with high permeability and water absorption 
values. 

On the contrary, glass (tile glaze) has close to zero transmission and absorption values.  Highly burnt tiles 
will have high compression strength capacities, with medium bending and tensions stress capacities. The 
thermal insulation capacity of stone is low as well.

b) Types: Ceramic types in relation to buring (must learn):

Burning process 
short                                                                                                                                                                                       long  

       raw clay  > medium burnt block     > high burn façade brick   >   roof tile glazing        > porcellaine

c)  Manufactured building construction elements (a few must-learn examples) LEARN TYPICAL 
DIMENSIONS FROM EXAMPLES ENCLOSED AND/OR DEPARTMENT LIBRARY:
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6. Building materials and their applications: 

CLAY, CERAMICS



Solid standard brick 12cm x 6.5cm x 25 cm
Hollow ceramic block …
Ceramic covering floor tiles…
Ceramic brick wall cladding …
Roof tiles …

II. Mortar (as a bonding material for ceramic elements)

Mortar is the first non-naturally available bonding material used. The material is a combination of burnt lime, 
water and sand. Sometimes other additives are used such as cement, polystyrol, colouring, ground stone etc. The 
mixture solidifies as lime/cement returns to its stone phase. 

Mortar is the primary bonding matter between stone and brick blocks in traditional architecture and is referred to 
in the building industry independent of its composition. Lime mortar is soft and thereby resistant to freezing 
when set (plastering).

Types of mortar (must learn):                                                             Types of plaster (must learn):  

lime mortar general internal plaster
cement mortar coloured  external facade plaster
cement enriched lime mortar insulating external facade plaster

The quality of mortar also depends on the conditions during solidification, freezing for example will damage the 
material.

III. Bricklaying rules (must learn)

Bricklaying rules refers to rules on how ceramic building blocks may be layed onto each other for maximum 
stability of the constructed structure. Basically: no vertical linear gap is allowed to continue through the 
structure. Solutions are to be learned throug practice in class. 

APPLICATIONS FIELDS OF CERAMICS (WHERE WE USE IT) – short, must-learn list

1. Load bearing   
1.1. Walls, and arcs - solid brick
1.2. Load bearing and external wall, slab infill blocks  - hollow ceramic block

2. Ceramic coverings    
2.1. Floor covering 
2.2. Wall  cladding
2.3. Pitched roof covering







SOLID BRICK



BRICKLAYING:



STANDARD SMALL BRICK



BRICK COMBINATION SLABS

FOUNDATION    

Solid brick



HOLLOW CERAMIC BLOCKS

Size
Weight
Airspace
Density
Compression
Requirement

Size
Weigth
ht

Man.:

The building blocs are designed with 
attention to combination potential. The 
example on the left shows the 
combination of the ceramic block with 
the insulation element to form a 40 cm 
thick insulation wall.

Half size blocks will allow quick and 
precise creation of standard size 
openings. As the blocks come in 20/20 
elements the standard openings may 
vary in 10 cm steps.
 



WALL COVERING

Typical modern brick 
facade solution with 
insulation and airspace 
layers.



ROOF TILES

TILES AS FLOOR COVERING


